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August 2019 Newsletter
Hi all clients and family,
How much super do you need?
As Australians approach retirement the burning
question is whether their superannuation balance is
adequate. We at GFM are constantly asked, “what is
the correct figure” – ultimately there is no correct
figure. Instead there are 3 factors that we believe you
should consider. First is the source of income –
superannuation, non-super savings and the age
pension; second is the lifestyle you want to lead in
retirement; and thirdly, your expected lifespan, which
is the real unknown.
Having clients with age ranges up to 97 years old, there
is one statement we constantly hear – spend your
money while you can before its too late. This is an
accurate statement but at what stage will you run out.
We encourage our clients to think about their future
plans, seek advice and plan for the future. This is not
about putting as much money into super as possible,
but what the whole investment picture needs to look
like. If you are self-employed, your business is also
your super, so work on this being part of your nest egg
as well.
Like always we at GFM are here to help and guide
where possible.

Special Points Of Interest
Australian Taxation Office to target expats owing on student debt.
Tax cuts become law.
Single Touch Payroll (STP) all you need to know.
Private health insurance statements now optional.
Fixing incorrectly issued excess NCCs determinations.
Making a Division 293 election.
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ATO targeting false laundry claims.
Trustee obligations on the ATO's radar: TFN reports.

'Cash in hand' payments to workers no longer tax deductible.
Uber drivers not employees.
Lifestyle assets data matching progam
Key Dates.

Australian Taxation Office to target expats owing on student
debts
One of the ATO current targets are Australian graudates who are living overseas and have a
HECS debt.
The ATO are in the process of contacting people with HECS debt who are currently
overseas and are also required to contact the ATO of their new address and lodge an
overseas travel notification

From the 1st July 2019 the threshold is now $45,881 therefore anything over you will be
required to start paying off the HECS debt

Please check out the link below for further information:
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Tax cuts become law
The Government has announced that more than 10 million Australians will receive
immediate tax relief following the passage of legislation through the Parliament, which
increases the top threshold for the 19% tax rate from $41,000 to $45,000 and increases the
low income tax offset from $645 to $700 in 2022/23.

In combination with the legislated removal of the 37% tax bracket in 2024/25, the
Government is also "delivering structural reform to the tax system" by reducing the 32.5%
tax rate to 30%.
Low and middle income tax offset also now law
In addition, from the 2018/19 income year (i.e., last income year):
The low and middle income tax offset ('LAMITO') has been increased from a
maximum amount of $530 to $1,080 per annum and the base amount increased
from $200 to $255 per annum; and
Taxpayers with a taxable income:

◦ of $37,000 or below can now receive a LAMITO of up to $255;
◦ above $37,000 and below $48,001 can now receive $255, plus an amount
equal to 7.5% to the maximum offset of $1,080;

◦ above $48,000 and below $90,001 are now eligible for the maximum
LAMITO of $1,080; and

◦ above $90,000 but is no more than $126,000 are now eligible for a
LAMITO of $1,080, less an amount equal to 3% of the excess.
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The ATO is implementing the necessary system changes so taxpayers that have already
lodged their 2018/19 tax return will receive any increase to the LAMITO they are entitled
to (any tax refund should be deposited in the taxpayer's nominated bank account). There
will not be any need to request an amendment.

Those who are yet to lodge their tax return will have any offset they are entitled to taken
into account during the normal processing of their return.

Single Touch Payroll (STP) all you need to know
The following link contains some valuable information relating to Single Touch Payroll
(STP) ande may just answer meany of your questions:

https://www.ato.gov.au/uploadedFiles/Content/MEI/downloads/information%20for%
20employees.pdf

Private health insurance statements now optional
Taxpayers with private health insurance should be aware that insurance providers are no
longer required to provide statements to their members.
Taxpayers lodging their tax returns using a registered tax agent should have their health
insurance details 'pre-filled' into their return (but they will need to contact their health
insurer if they cannot get this information for some reason).

Fixing incorrectly issued excess NCCs determinations
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The ATO has recently identified a system error that inadvertently led them to issue
incorrect pre-dated excess non-concessional (superannuation) contributions ('NCCs')
determinations to clients.

The ATO will extend the election due dates for all affected clients, so this issue will not
disadvantage them, and will not take default action in relation to these affected clients who
do not make their election by the due date.

Amended determinations will automatically issue on a case-by-case basis in coming weeks
to any clients that will have a modified excess NCC amount due once their income tax
return is processed

Making a Division 293 election
The ATO is reminding taxpayers and tax practitioners that the process to release money
from super fund accounts to pay additional tax on concessional contributions (referred to
as 'Division 293') changed on 1 July 2018.

Since then, practitioners or their clients must send the Division 293 election form to the
ATO, not to the super fund (if the election form is sent to the fund it will be rejected and
returned to the sender).

When the ATO receives the election form, they will have the client's nominated super fund
release and send the money to the ATO, which will then be offset against any outstanding
tax or other Australian Government debts before they refund any remaining balance to the
client.
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ATO targeting false laundry claims
The ATO will target false clothing and laundry work-related expense claims this Tax Time.
In 2018, around six million people claimed work-related clothing and laundry expenses
totalling nearly $1.5 billion.
Assistant Commissioner Karen Foat said although many Australians can claim clothing and
laundry expenses, it’s unlikely that half of all taxpayers are required to wear uniforms,
protective clothing or occupation-specific clothing to earn their income.
“Last year a quarter of all clothing and laundry claims were exactly at the record-keeping
limit", Ms Foat said.
"But don’t think that we won’t scrutinise a claim because we don’t require receipts”.
She also said the ATO does not ignore incorrect claims "just because they are small,
because small amounts add up".
The ATO is also concerned about the number of people claiming deductions for
conventional clothing, such as retail workers claiming normal clothes "because their boss
told them to wear a certain colour, or items from the latest fashion clothing line", or
others claiming normal clothes because they only wear them to work.
The ATO’s sophisticated data analytics is constantly improving and can identify unusual
claims by comparing taxpayer claims to others in similar occupations.
Taxpayers who can’t substantiate their claims should expect to have them refused, and may
be penalised for failing to take reasonable care when submitting their tax return.

Trustee obligations on the ATO's radar: TFN reports
The ATO is currently reviewing adherence to certain trustee obligations, including the
lodgment of Tax File Number ('TFN') reports for TFN withholding for closely held
trusts.

Beneficiaries are required to quote their TFN to trustees to avoid having tax withheld from
payments or unpaid present entitlements, and trustees must lodge a TFN report for any
quarter in which a beneficiary quotes their TFN to the trustee.
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If beneficiaries have not quoted their TFN to the trustee, the trustee must:

withhold tax at the rate of 47% from the distribution;
pay this tax to the ATO; and
report, in an annual report, details of all withheld amounts.

'Cash in hand' payments to workers no longer tax deductible
The ATO has reminded employers that any ‘cash in hand’ payments made to workers from
1 July 2019 will not be tax deductible.

‘Cash in hand’ refers to cash payments to employees that do not comply with pay as you go
('PAYG') withholding obligations.

Payments made to contractors where the contractor does not provide an ABN and the
business does not withhold any tax will also not be tax deductible from 1 July.

In addition to the loss of a tax deduction, employers caught not complying with their PAYG
withholding obligations may be penalised for failing to withhold and report amounts under
the PAYG withholding system.

However, employers who mistakenly classify their employee as a contractor will not lose
their deduction where their worker provides them with an ABN.

Uber drivers not employees
The Fair Work Ombudsman has completed its investigation relating to Uber Australia Pty
Ltd and its engagement of drivers, concluding that the relationship between Uber Australia
and the drivers is not an employment relationship.
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The investigation found that Uber drivers are not subject to any formal or operational
obligation to perform work.

Instead, Uber drivers have control over whether, when, and for how long they perform
work, on any given day or on any given week, and, in particular, Uber Australia does not
require drivers to perform work at particular times.

As a consequence, the FWO will not take compliance action in relation to this matter.

Lifestyle assets data matching program
The ATO has released details of their "Lifestyle assets 2013-14 and 2014-15 financial years
data matching program protocol".

They will obtain information on insurance policies for certain classes of assets,
including marine vessels, enthusiast motor vehicles, thoroughbred races horse, fine art and
aircraft to improve their profiling of taxpayers and provide a more comprehensive view of
their assets and accumulated wealth.

Key Dates

Taxable Payments Annual Report - 28th August 2019
August Payroll Tax - 9th September 2019
August Monthly IAS/BAS - 23rd September 2019
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Important: This is not advice. Items herein are general comments only and do not constitute or
convey advise per se. We therefore recommend that our formal advice be sought before acting in
any of the areas. The Bulletin is issued as a helpful guide to clients and for their private information.
Therefore it should be regarded as confidential and not be made available to any person without
our prior approval.
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